STRATEGY AIR™

E X P E R I E N C E T H E F REEDOM
Durability and design have come together in the new open concept Strategy Air™. Designed for
24/7 lifetime use, the Strategy Air™ incorporates the latest in operator ergonomics, cable
management and technology integration, while offering a fully scalable and flexible solution.
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Strategy Air™ is the first console to take advantage of control rooms that utilize remote server
technology. The innovative cable management system allows the console and the operator to be
free from IT infrastructure and unsightly cables. In addition to offering long-term durability,
functionality and a modern look and feel, Strategy Air™ has been ergonomically designed
to enhance the health and productivity of operators in control room environments.

THE

EVANS

ADVANTAGE

Over 30 years of manufacturing
experience

Equalling over 10,000 successful installations worldwide

Rich and Diverse Fortune 500
client list

Government Agencies, Oil & Gas, Airports, Air Traffic Control, Chemical Plants,
Military and More

An ISO 9001 Certified
Manufacturer

Evans Quality Assurance ensures that all clients consistently receive control
center solutions that precisely match their intended application

Greenguard
Certified Products

Products designed for use in office environments and other indoor spaces meet
strict emissions limits, which contribute to the creation of healthier interiors.

Steel frame structure and
sub structure

Free standing without the need of panels, robust and built to last the abuse
of 24/7 intensive use environments.

CREATIVE FREEDOM
Limited only by your imagination and
creativity, the Strategy Air™ offers a wide
variety of customizable options. From endless
worksurface colors and patterns to
customizable leg inserts, this console is
designed to look good from the frame up.

REMOVABLE PC HOLDER
The Strategy Air™ offers a removable PC
holder for environments that require local PC
access. Environments that have incorporated
remote server technologies can remove the PC
holder and enjoy the true open concept that the
Strategy Air ™ showcases.

COMMUNICATION & COLLABORATION
The unrestricted workspace allows operators to interact
freely, allowing for the open exchange of ideas and improved
workflow between team members. The modular connectivity
of the Strategy Air allows for greater layout flexibility, further
contributing to an open work atmosphere.
Strategy Air™ can be
curved to include 22.5°,
30° and 45° corners.
This flexibility is ideal
for achieving proper
sight lines

Optional
privacy panel

FREE FROM CABLE AND CORDS
Part of Strategy Air’s beauty is not what you see; it’s what
you don’t see. The simple open design hides cables and cords
within the structure of the console. Hanging cables, tangled
cords, and unappealing clutter are a thing of the past, leaving
clean lines and clear workspaces. Selecting the enhanced
cable management option allows for four individual cable
raceways running the length of the console.
Enhanced cable
management raceways
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